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Macbeth
Retold by Marcia Williams
Macbeth, a Scottish general, had just led his army to victory in the name of Macbeth’s
cousin, King Duncan. On his way back to report to the king with his friend Banquo,
Macbeth met three witches who prophesied that he would become King of Scotland.
In the days that followed, Macbeth could think of nothing but the crown – the crown of
Scotland that would sit on his head when he was the king! How soon would that be, he
wondered. Should he be doing something to make sure it happened? No, he thought to
himself. “If chance will have me king, why, chance may crown me, without my stir.” But the
seed of ambition had been sown by the three witches, and ambition is an evil master. Dark
thoughts began to stir in Macbeth’s mind – thoughts of ways he could hasten the day of
his coronation.
When Banquo and Macbeth finally arrived at the palace, King Duncan could not have
greeted them more warmly or with more gratitude for their great bravery. “O worthiest
cousin! Welcome hither!” he cried. “I have begun to plant thee, and will labour to make
thee full of growing. Noble Banquo, that hast no less deserved, let me infold thee and hold
thee to my heart.”
Such a greeting from the king would have swelled the hearts of most men, but not
Macbeth’s. For shortly afterwards, King Duncan named his son, Malcolm, heir to the throne
of Scotland. This was the honour that Macbeth had been hoping to receive.
“Stars, hide your fires!” Macbeth muttered to himself, “Let not light see my black and
deep desires.”
King Duncan went on to say that he would visit Macbeth’s castle at Inverness. Again,
Macbeth should have been pleased by this honour. But now he was consumed by the
desire to be king and all he could think about was that Malcolm now stood in his way.
Maybe he could not rely on chance to make him king … maybe he would have to give
chance a helping hand!
Macbeth couldn’t wait to tell his wife all that had happened, so he sent a letter ahead to
her. Her excitement grew as she read it, for she was even greedier for power than Macbeth.
She could already see the golden crown of Scotland on her husband’s head. Macbeth
was ambitious, but he had a sense of honour. Lady Macbeth was quite ruthless and only
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honoured power and ambition. She was
capable of destroying anyone who stood in her
husband’s way.
By the time Macbeth reached the castle, Lady
Macbeth was already plotting King Duncan’s
death! When she greeted Macbeth she saw
that his thoughts had also turned to murder,
but she was worried by his lack of cunning.
“Your face, my thane, is a book where men may
read strange matters,” she warned him. “Look
like the innocent flower, but be the serpent
under’t.”
Their talk was interrupted by the arrival of King
Duncan and his two sons, Prince Malcolm and
Prince Donalbain. The king was delighted by
the sweet air around the castle, and by Lady
Macbeth, who appeared so charming and
welcoming. But Lady Macbeth was secretly
urging her husband to kill him that night.
In preparation for the evil deed, Lady Macbeth drugged King Duncan’s two guards,
who lay beside the king as he slept.
Now that murder had become a reality, Macbeth was agonising over it. King Duncan
was a good and gentle man, and a guest in Macbeth’s house. It was his duty to
protect the king, not murder him.
“We will proceed no further in this business,” he told his wife. “If we should fail?”
“Screw your courage to the sticking-place and we’ll not fail!” Lady Macbeth scorned.
So, swayed by his wife, Macbeth reluctantly agreed to murder the king as he lay in
bed that night. Lady Macbeth’s evil heart swelled with satisfaction and she retired
to her chamber to await the time.
...
Reluctantly, Macbeth picked up the daggers. Closing his eyes, he plunged them into
King Duncan’s heart. Then he ran from the room, his hands dark with the king’s
blood and the daggers still clenched in his fists.
“I have done the deed,” he cried, overwhelmed with the horror of it.
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Unit 4: Macbeth
Name:

Class:

Date:

1. List two things King Duncan did which showed that he honoured Macbeth.

2. “If chance will have me king, why, chance will crown me without my stir.”
In this sentence, tick one word that chance is closest to in meaning.
fate

danger

change

time

3. What did Macbeth plan that would give “chance a helping hand”?

4. Find and copy one similarity and one difference between Macbeth and his wife.

5. What did Lady Macbeth do to show she could “Look like the innocent flower, but be the
serpent under’t.”?

6. Do you think the author blames Lady Macbeth or Macbeth more for the murder of King
Duncan?
Use evidence from the text to support your answer.

40
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Unit 4 Retelling part of a story
In this unit children will:
•
•
•
•
•

read a retelling of part of Macbeth
sketch important plot moments, identifying when key decisions were made that influenced subsequent actions
find out about characters from their actions and the actions of those around them
consider how the author integrated Shakespeare’s language and vocabulary
identify cohesive devices and evaluate their impact; look at sentence structure (including passives and
modal verbs) and evaluate their impact
• plan, draft, edit and improve the same actions, but told from the viewpoint of a different character.

Stage 1: Responding to the text
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Establish prior knowledge of Shakespeare.

Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)

• Introduce the title of Shakespeare’s Macbeth. Draw a class
mind map of children’s knowledge or understanding of the
story. If necessary, offer a very brief summary of the plot.
• Read the introduction to the text. Have the children heard any
of the witches’ rhymes before, e.g.
“When shall we three meet again? In thunder, lightning or
in rain?”
“Double, double toil and trouble; Fire burn and cauldron
bubble.”
• If appropriate, read some of the witches’ lines to the children.

Each child needs:
• a copy of the text
• a copy of the comprehension questions.

Plot summary
Witches predict Macbeth will become King of
Scotland.

• Clarify the difference between telling/creating a story and
retelling.

He and his wife murder King Duncan.

• Explain that in this retelling of the play, all of the words said
by the characters were written by Shakespeare, but Marcia
Williams has retold the story, mostly in her own words.

Macbeth is crowned king.

• Check that the children understand the archaic language before
reading: “hasten” (hurry up), “thee” (you), “hither” (here) as well as
the meaning of less common words such as: “agonising” (painful),
“cunning” (clever) and “infold” (hug).

Duncan’s sons flee for their lives.
Anyone, including his friends, who Macbeth
thinks may suspect him is slain. This includes the
wife and children of his friend Macduff.
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are both driven mad
by guilt. Lady Macbeth dies.

• Read and talk about the text. Discuss, in particular, the
dialogue, demystifying Shakespeare’s words as necessary.

Macduff leads his army against Macbeth and
kills him.

• Ask the children to answer the reading comprehension
questions to ensure close reading of the text and good
understanding.

Duncan’s older son, Malcolm, is crowned King of
Scotland.

• Together, share answers to the questions and discuss the strategies children used to answer them.
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Stage 2: Analysing the text content
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Ask children to read the text aloud to a response
partner to revisit the text, develop fluency, ensure
accurate pronunciation of all words and to practise
reading with expression and a reasonable speaking
pace.
• Ask children to underline any new words or phrases.
Take feedback and explain what these mean in
context.

Discussing plot

Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)
Each group needs:
• a flipchart/large paper and marker pens
Each child needs:
• a copy of the text
• highlighters/pens/pencils in three different colours
(ideally, consistent colours for all children).

• Think, pair, share: Do children think this retelling is
focused more on developing setting, character or plot? Ask them to provide evidence to back up their statements.
• Remind children of work they have done previously on summarising stories. Tell children you want them to sketch
out the key plot points as a way of creating picture summaries of the action. Discuss what would go in the first
‘frame’. Use stick figures and labels to demonstrate that the task is sketching, not detailed drawing.
• In small groups, tell children to create a series of sketches of the key plot points from the battle mentioned in the
introduction to the end of this extract.




Let groups compare what they did with others.


Did they draw the same number of frames?



Did they identify the same plot points?

Discuss the choices the children made, focusing as much on what was excluded from their picture summaries
as much as what they decided to include.

• Together, identify key moments in the plot when Macbeth could have made a different decision but was guided
by others.

Discussing character
• Focus on the character of Macbeth. Model finding information about him from what he says, what he does and
what others say or think about him. Identify information we are told (e.g. Macbeth thought of nothing but the
crown) and information that we are shown through his actions and other people’s reactions (e.g. that he’s easily
influenced by what he hears).
• Divide children into character groups: Macbeth, Lady Macbeth, King Duncan. Allocate a highlighter/pen/pencil
colour to each character group. Within each group, children should:



annotate their text, underlining all the evidence they can find about their character
draw up a list of attributes on a large sheet of paper, and beside each attribute tell us whether we are shown it
(mark with S) or told it (mark with T).

• Invite one ‘expert witness’ from each character group to explain to the class what they found out about their
character.
• Discuss the author’s view of each of the characters.


How do we know what the author thinks?



How are we as readers influenced by the author’s viewpoint?

Discussing setting
• What do we know about the setting for this retelling of the story?
• Model finding information about Macbeth’s home. Start to highlight evidence in the text (e.g. “castle at
Inverness”; “the sweet air around the castle”).


Ask children in pairs to continue to find and highlight evidence about the setting.
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• Does it matter in terms of the events in the plot that we know comparatively little about the setting? Invite
children to consider:


that this was originally a playscript; why might there be less description in a play?



in a retelling of a play, what the narrator is most likely to focus on: setting, plot or character, and discuss why.

Stage 3: Analysing the text structure
Activities:

Resources needed:

Analysing vocabulary

Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)

• Choose one of the Shakespearean words/quotation and
talk about how it works within the original play and within
this retelling.
• Discuss why the author decided to integrate Shakespeare’s
own words throughout. Remind children that Macbeth is
a playscript (which is mostly dialogue) and that this is a
retelling of the story told in the play.

Each child needs:
• the copy of the text they have previously
highlighted and annotated
• coloured highlighters/pens/pencils.



What is the impact of the decision to use Shakespeare’s words?



Do children think it is successful? Ask them to explain their answers.

• Revisit the dialogue, translating one of the quotations into modern English. Then ask pairs of children to translate
each part of the dialogue into more modern language.


How much can they understand of it? What are the clues they are using to work it out?



How would the text be different if those words were not in Shakespeare’s language at all?

Analysing paragraphs
• Discuss paragraph length. Most paragraphs are fairly short. What is the impact on the pace of the plot
development of this succession of shorter paragraphs?
• Discuss the opening sentences of each paragraph. Remind children that in non-fiction, topic sentences summarise
the development of an idea in the paragraph. This is less often found in fiction. Do children think these opening
sentences are acting as brief summaries of the action? Discuss the impact of this.

Analysing cohesion
• Ask children what they understand by the term ‘cohesion’ when discussing texts, e.g. A text has cohesion if it is
clear how the meanings of its parts ﬁt together. Cohesive devices that can help to do this include:


determiners and pronouns – which refer back to previous words



conjunctions and adverbs – which make relationships between ideas clear



referral to things previously mentioned.

• Work with children to identify examples of each cohesive device as a class before they work in their pairs or
groups.






Model finding an example each of:


pronouns or determiners



adverbials, conjunctions and prepositions as transitional words



repetition of a key term or the use of a synonym for it



references to things/people/events that were mentioned in previous paragraphs.

Are there any parts of the text where it is not clear who or what is being referred to? (E.g. Consider the ﬁnal
paragraph. What does “plunged them into King Duncan’s heart” – refer to? His eyes? The sleeping guards? The
daggers?)
How would they alter the text to clarify?
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• Ask pairs of children to look for cohesive devices.


Ask children to annotate their texts, using colour to show how ideas progress through the text.

• Discuss how these – and any other cohesive devices children identified – help the reader to follow ideas through
and between the paragraphs.

Analysing language
• Ask children to identify the longest sentence in the extract (paragraph 2, the sentence beginning “When Banquo
and Macbeth ﬁnally arrived …” is 27 words long). Which other long sentences did the children find? Talk about
when in the plot these longer sentences are used, and when there are mostly shorter sentences. Discuss the
impact on the reader.
• Can children remember the signs of a passive construction? (You can ﬁnd or insert the words ‘by someone’
somewhere after the verb; you will see part of the verb ‘to be’ together with a past participle; the subject of
the sentence is not the person doing the action.) Identify one of the passive constructions in the text (e.g. “is
crowned” in the chapter title).


Challenge children to spot passive constructions in the text. Discuss why the author used these constructions at
these points. Ask children to consider whether it matters to the story who performed these actions.

• Can children tell you examples of modal verbs which are used to express probability or possibility? (E.g. will, would,
can, could, may, might, shall, should, must, ought.) Identify “could”, “would” and “should” in the first paragraph.



Ask children to scan the text for further examples of modal verbs.
Discuss where they are in the text and why they are used (e.g. mostly when Macbeth is dithering about
whether to kill the king or not; once Macbeth has reached home, and is being guided by his wife, the tone
becomes more certain).

Analysing punctuation
• Check that children are familiar with punctuation – dashes, semi-colons, ellipses and apostrophes – and can tell
you what they indicate. Ask children to scan the text and highlight examples. (Note Shakespeare’s poetic use of
apostrophes for more contractions than are used today in English, e.g. “under’t”). Take feedback and discuss how
this punctuation is used.
• Draw children’s attention to places where commas are used before closing inverted commas and where other
punctuation is used. Discuss any confusion or questions about speech punctuation.

Stage 4: Planning to write: Retelling part of a story
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Before the session, decide whether you want children to
recast this episode from a specific point of view or to retell
a different story from an unusual point of view (e.g. Three
Billy Goats Gruff). If you choose that they retell a different
story, create a new version of the writing framework and
populate the main events column.
• Ask children to revisit the character studies presented by
the groups at Stage 2. Ask each group’s expert witness to
recap their group’s findings.
• Tell the children their task, e.g. to retell the events described
in the text but from a different viewpoint. Discuss how this
could change the story.
• Think, pair, share: What will change if we retell an event
from a different viewpoint (e.g. actions and characters
involved won’t change, but an understanding of motivation
and thoughts will).
44
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Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)
The success criteria
Each child needs:
• to see character studies created at Stage 2
• the copy of the text they have previously
highlighted and annotated
• their graphic retellings from Stage 2 of the
writing process
• the writing framework from page 47
(some children may benefit from this
being enlarged to A3).
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• Model reimagining the meeting between Duncan and Macbeth from Duncan’s point of view. How does he feel
about Macbeth? What does he think Macbeth will feel on hearing news about Malcolm? Or on hearing that the
king is going to honour him with a visit to his castle? Make notes to record your ideas.
• Distribute the writing framework. Explain that you want pairs of children to decide what each of the characters
(or their supporters) would think of each of the events listed.
• Ask children to revisit their graphic retelling from Stage 2. Which other events do they think should be listed?
Ask them to create boxes for additional events on the reverse of the sheet, numbering all the boxes to show their
order.
• Discuss the completed boxes. Identify how the different characters responded to the events.
• Model transferring your imagining of Duncan honouring Macbeth into the relevant box on the writing framework.
• Within their pairs/groups, ask children to go through each of the events they identified and think about how it
was viewed by the characters. Remind them they only need to make notes.
• Model using your notes to retell the events in the story from Duncan’s point of view.
• In their pairs, ask each child to choose a character and then to tell the events from their character’s view – it
can be a first person account (e.g. a diary entry) or a third person retelling which is sympathetic to one of the
characters, but not the other two. Remind children that they will need to:


build up/justify their own position



relate all relevant plot points.

• Give children time to tell their story, working through their plan, to a response partner. Ask the response partner to:


identify whether the story makes sense, and has clear links between ideas



check that the telling will be reasonable in the length of text to be written



suggest any vocabulary or improvements that could easily be implemented.

• Ask the children to discuss what makes a successful retelling from a particular character’s point of view and what
they need to include in their story.
• Clarify the success criteria (online at My Rising Stars).

Stage 5: Writing
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Remind children that their task is to rewrite the events from
the model text but from the point of view of a different
character.

The success criteria
Each child needs:

• the copy of the text they have previously
• Model writing an opening paragraph from the notes you
highlighted and annotated
made in the previous session, retelling the events from
• the completed writing framework.
the point of view of Duncan. Include: dialogue integrated
to advance the action; a passive form which muddies the
water as to who carried out an action; modals to express possibility; devices that will aid cohesion (pronouns,
adverbials, prepositional phrases); and descriptive verb choices.
• Give children a few minutes to ‘talk like a writer’ and tell their partner the opening and closing paragraphs of
narrative as they plan to write it. If it helps, ask them to use a polite ‘writer’s voice’.
• Let response partners give some brief feedback before children swap roles.
• Read aloud the success criteria (online at My Rising Stars).
• Let the children write.
• Throughout the writing session, quietly let the children know how long they have spent, where in their story they
should expect to be now and how long there is left.
• Five minutes before the end of the session, ask all children to stop writing and read their story aloud to themselves. If
they find errors, or missing words or words they can improve, they should use this opportunity to make changes.
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Stage 6: Improving, editing, reviewing and sharing the writing
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Revisit together the success criteria (online at My Rising
Stars).

Each child needs:

• Model the process below using your work as an example.
The children can give you feedback on each step of the
process. After you model a step, the children should have a
go with their partner at editing their own work.

• the success criteria
• the writing/completed writing framework
• different coloured highlighters/pens.

• Ask children to reread their texts three times with their response partner:






First read through: Children read their partner’s text out loud to them. The child who wrote the text listens
to check that their writing makes sense, listens out for obvious errors and checks the text follows their plan.
Children then swap roles.
Second read through: Children read their partner’s text and highlight the success criteria they have met. They
suggest three places where their partner could improve their work (to achieve or further improve on the success
criteria).
Third read through: Children proofread their partner’s text together with them. They check for errors in
punctuation and spelling and correct these as necessary. You should give input at this stage if needed.

Lessons from writing
• Prior to the session, identify errors that were commonly made. Write sample sentences that need to be corrected
and ask the children to help you to fix them. These could include:


inconsistent point of view of character, e.g.





King Duncan saw Macbeth and hugged him, thinking what a brave man he was. Macbeth was thinking how
quickly he could kill Duncan. Duncan said proudly “I know that you will be pleased that Malcolm will be my
heir.” Macbeth smiled on the outside but scowled on the inside because he wanted to be the heir.
Discuss how the text can be recast to reflect just one character’s thoughts.

modal verbs not used to express possibility, so the text reads as more certain than it should, e.g.




“My husband will be King of Scotland,” thought Lady Macbeth. “He will kill Duncan, then he will be king and I
will be queen. Is he strong enough to kill Duncan? I will help him to do it.”
Together, explore how language of possibility and dreaming can be used to create stronger text.

Improving the writing
• After the texts have been marked: give the children time to read through your comments, to look at the success
criteria and to implement any changes suggested. This should not involve the children rewriting the entire story –
just those parts that you would like them to revisit to practise/improve their writing.

Share
Sometimes, children write stories to practise writing stories. Other times, there is a planned reason or an
audience. If you want children to share their writing they could:
• rewrite it as a playscript
• draw their character and display their story next to the drawing
• use their story as a resource for a mock trial of Lady Macbeth and Macbeth.
• rewrite it to presentation standard; however, this should be regarded simply as a handwriting activity
not as another opportunity to improve the text – the rewritten text should be used for a specific
audience or display.
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Unit 4: Retelling part of a story
Name:

Class:

Date:

Make notes about what each character thought, did or felt at each point in the plot. Add more
plot points on the back of this sheet if you think they are important. The first one is done for you.

Macbeth: Should I do something about this?
Witches prophecy
Macbeth will be King of
Scotland.

Macbeth and Banquo
arrive at the royal palace
and are honoured by
King Duncan.

Macbeth arrives back at
his own castle and talks
to his wife.

Lady Macbeth: I should do something about this!
Duncan (or his supporters): know nothing about it.

Macbeth:
Lady Macbeth:
Duncan (or his supporters):

Macbeth:
Lady Macbeth:
Duncan (or his supporters):

Macbeth:
King Duncan arrives at
Macbeth’s castle.

Lady Macbeth:
Duncan (or his supporters):

Macbeth:
Macbeth and his wife
carry out the murder.

Lady Macbeth:
Duncan (or his supporters):
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The story has a
beginning, middle
and end.

Ideas are grouped
and sequenced
appropriately.

The writing is a repeat
of the plan.

A story about solving a
problem is written.

There are at least three
stages to solving the
problem.

A story in which a
problem is presented is
written.
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The story is told in a
sequence of simple
sentences.

The story includes at
least one question or
one exclamation.

The story is mostly
written in the past
tense.

The text includes
both co-ordinating
conjunctions (and, but,
or) and subordinating
conjunctions (when, if,
that, because).

Most sentences are
correctly constructed,
including those with
more than one clause.

Some verbs are
described with adverbs.

At least three different
suffixes are used (e.g. -s,
-ed, -ly, -ful).

A range of descriptive
verbs makes the action
more interesting.

End of sentence
punctuation (.?!) is
sometimes accurate.

Most sentences are
marked with capital
letters and full stops.

At least one question or
exclamation is marked
with a question mark or
exclamation mark.

Apostrophes are used in
contractions involving
verbs (e.g. you’ve) as
well as for ‘not’ (e.g.
can’t).

Precise choice of verbs
and adverbs makes
action easy to visualise.

The story is consistently
written in the past
tense, except for
dialogue.

The beginning, middle
and end of the story
are linked.

A strong link is
established between
the problem, the stages
of the action and the
ending.

Most letters are
correctly formed and
orientated.

Spaces between words
reflects size of letters.

Some writing shows
diagonal and horizontal
strokes needed to join
letters.

Compound words are
correctly spelled.

Past tense verbs ending
in -ed, and irregular
past tense forms, are
often spelled correctly.

Correct use of diagonal
and horizontal strokes
needed to join letters
is shown in most of the
writing.

Known spelling rules
for adding -ed are
generally followed.

Spelling and
handwriting

Name:

Working
towards the
expected
standard

Working at
the expected
standard

Working
at greater
depth within
the expected
standard

Punctuation

Vocabulary and
descriptions

Sentence structure

Text structure and
organisation

Contents

Unit 3: Moderating writing: Writing a real-life story
Date:
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